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ALTREX Single straight, push-up or combination ladder NZER
NEVADA single, two- or three-piece

● The Nevada is a ergonomic ladder with ERGO-GRIP. The ergonomic square profiled shape provides a sturdy,
natural grip. When holding the ladder, arms and hands remain in a natural position. The rungs are convenient
for standing. The top quality black coating is attractive as well as dirt-resistant. The ladders are equipped with
a pressure-resistant spreading protection for additional safety in free use.The great rung-to-rung distance of
28 cm allows the Nevada reform ladder to take you to unparalleled heights

● The hooks enable the parts of the ladder to be secured
● The top ladder can be removed from the three parts ladders
● This ladder is easy to use in its push-up position due to the plastic guides and the top rolls at the ends.
● The ladder has extra high rungs (30 mm). They offer support to your shins
● The extra deep rungs with anti-slip standing surface ensure increased comfort and the bended beams

provide stability.

Number of rungs Model Article

8 NZER 1024 23179759
10 NZER 1030 23179760
12 NZER 1036 23179761
14 NZER 1041 23179822
16 NZER 1047 23179762
16 NZR 2041 23179767
20 NZER 1058 23179763
20 NZO 2052 11955927
20 NZR 2052 23179768
24 NZO 2063 11955928
24 NZR 2063 23179769
24 NZR 3058 23179771
28 NZO 2072 11955929
28 NZR 2072 23179770
30 NZR 3075 23179772
36 NZR 3083 23179773
42 NZR 3094 23179774
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